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introduction
Welcome to the fourth edition of Cupar Arts Festival
and what a Festival we have for you! Our theme this
year is FATE and you will be able to see how artists,
musicians and dancers from all over Scotland, and
for the first time from Japan, Taiwan and Italy, have
interpreted this theme and responded to the town and
its heritage. Their projects are there to be discovered
amidst the historic closes, wynds and buildings of this
remarkable town and its immediate environs.

Our artists will present you with multiple strands of
FATE and weave them into a whole that will delight,
challenge, question and amuse, while giving the Three
Sisters of Fate (who are always lurking around the corner
somewhere) something to think about.
- Dawson Murray

Some see fate as inevitable, a pre-decided outcome you
have to accept, just like Doris Day’s famous song, ‘Che
Sera Sera – – What Will Be Will Be.’ Others see fate as
something against which they must react positively in
order to shape their own destiny. Is it by coincidence or
fate that this year is the 140th anniversary of the birth
of Alfred Jarry?*
Our Festival Artists present questions like, “What might
happen should you speak to the stranger next to you on
the train or decide to take a different route home?” Life
is full of ‘what ifs’ and ‘if onlys’, do we play safe or take
a risk? They look at nature, superstitions, horoscopes,
fortune-tellers, coincidence, happy accidents, chance
and the lottery. But first of all, you must seek them out!
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*Alfred Jarry was the author of ‘Ubu Roi’ and the founder of Pataphysics which
was one of the driving forces of the avant-garde for more than a century. Pataphysics is
the science of imaginary solutions to imaginary problems, which also goes on to
explore the laws governing exceptions. It influenced the likes of Marcel Duchamp,
Joan Miro and James Joyce..... can you find evidence of it in Cupar?
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festival hub
Castlehill Hall is our festival base this year, centrally
located close to Cupar’s main streets and park.
A beautiful historic building, the hall is built on the
former site of the castle, which was held by the
MacDuff Earls of Fife in the thirteenth century.
The sixteenth-century playwright David Lyndsay also
put on the first performance of his satirical play The
Three Estates at this site in Cupar in 1552.
The festival hub welcomes all visitors to Cupar Arts
Festival and can provide the most up to date information
on events for a given day along with advice on what to
do and see.
A festival exhibition includes a film relating to Fife
weather by Thomson & Craughead, “Six Years of
Monday”, commissioned by Fife Contemporary Art &
Craft as part of a weather-based project. Alison Philp’s
“Fate and Creative Process” can also be found here, and
draws upon the happenings of journeys, the beauty of
the everyday, the occurrence of chance.
There will be live music at the festival hub in the
evenings throughout the twelve days of the festival.
Festival Hub, Castlehill Hall, Cupar KY15 4HA.
Open throughout the festival.
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using the guide
The programme guidebook is divided into several
colour coded sections, the largest being the Artists’
projects.
Other sections such as Music and Workshops & Family
Events list events in the order in which they occur.
There is also a Daily Planner at the back of the
guidebook which highlights daily events.
Please note that tickets for most music events and
workshops are available for purchase through our
website’s user-friendly online ticketing system only.
The festival map is separate from the guidebook and
can be found at the hub, at venues around the town,
or on the website.

1

the artists

Ailie Rutherford
b. 1976, Ayrshire
Lives in Liverpool and works here, there and everywhere.

The Psychic Power of Plants
Ailie Rutherford’s work is all about the future we are
shaping. Recently she has been exploring the bizarre
evidence that plants have an ability to see into the
future and transmit their knowledge to humans.
Through mysterious experiments she invites people to
connect with the psychic energy of plants, creating the
most surprising drawings.
Event takes place on Saturday 5th October from 3pm.
Hill of Tarvit Mansionhouse, Cupar KY15 5PB.

Due to the nature of the Cupar Arts Festival, its use
of temporary and partner venues and sites, and the
performative nature of some projects, some aspects of
the programme are still in development at the time of
going to print. Please check our website, social media
or visit the hub upon arrival in Cupar for the most up
to date and expansive information.
Cupar Arts Festival is committed to making all events
and exhibits as accessible as possible to all.
For enquiries, including queries about disabled access
to venues, or suitability of events, please email us at
cupararts@yahoo.co.uk.
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Alan Bond

Alison Philp

b.1946, Swindon
Lives and works in Edinburgh

b. 1968 in Edinburgh
Lives and works in North East Fife

The Planetarium
The Palombière
Alan Bond’s first piece ‘The Planetarium’ is capped
by a geodesic dome which reveals a star-field in its
darkened interior and his second piece, ‘Palombière’,
is based on the kind of hunters’ hides employed in
woodlands in the Pyrenees, but in this case we are
given a secret view of the interior.

Fate and Creative Process
Alison Philp explores fate and creativity as she follows a
predetermined route around Cupar seeking inspiration
for her art and writing. The project will take the final
form of a short book drawing upon the happenings of
journeys, the beauty of the everyday, the occurrence
of chance, the inevitability of failure and the intrinsic
creative process.

Ferguson Square and Hill of Tarvit Mansionhouse Gardens, Cupar.

Festival Hub, Castlehill Hall, Cupar KY15 4HA.
Open throughout the festival. See website for times.

www.cupararts.org.uk
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invited artist

Anthony Schrag
b. 1975. Zimbabwe
Lives and works somewhere in Scotland.

Pigheaded Cupar Justice
Anthony Schrag is an artist noted for his physical
interventions in towns, buildings or institutions that
seem, on the surface, to be humorous and engaging
experiences, but which always contain some underlying
searching and provocative questions.

The second – ‘Cupar Justice’ – is the culmination of
these workshops and is a town-wide event where the
residents of Cupar are invited to seek-out and capture
the artist, (dressed as a pig) and mete out their Cupar
Justice on him.
This should be a public event that is both humorous and
surreal, but that also provides deeper historical links
with Cupar’s past.

For his first visit to Cupar, Anthony has focused on the
town’s rich judicial history and the closure of its Sheriff
Court, and asks us to consider how this might affect
the fate of the town.
He will explore the nature of justice, crime and
punishment at local level, who decides it, how it is
implemented and how these idealised notions have
changed over time.
To do this, he has developed a two-pronged approach
to these questions. The first - called ‘Maun To Cupar’
– is a series of workshops with local groups exploring
the above questions.
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Bob Moyler

Caroline Dear

b. 1978. Manchester
Lives in Liverpool, works anywhere

b. 1958, London
Lives and works on the Isle of Skye

Public Service Robots
Bob Moyler imagines a world in the not too distant
future, where due to cuts in human labour, Robots are
deployed in every town centre. How will we feel about
Robot workers appearing on the streets to perform
manual duties? Will the Robots be a welcome or
threatening sight?

The Cupar Coat
Caroline Dear has made a coat of good luck, made
from Bog Myrtle, which will be passed around the
good people of Cupar. They in turn will document
their experience of wearing it and both the Cupar Arts
website and Facebook will display the increasing tally
of stories the coat collects.

Saturday 5th October, Cupar.

Scott’s, Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LB, and throughout Cupar.

www.cupararts.org.uk
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Carolyn Scott

Colin Andrews

b. 1947, Edinburgh
Lives and works in Fife

b. 1971, Ballymoney, N. Ireland
Lives and works in Kinghorn, Fife

Inside
Artist Michele Caira, at present an inmate of H.M.
Prison Glenochil, was commissioned by the Governor to
create two large 16’x4’mural paintings for the prison.
Through a series of filmed interviews, sound recordings,
photographs and examples of Michele’s work, artist
Carolyn Scott, (with filming by Andy Sim), has created
an installation documenting this unique occurrence.

The Oracle
Colin Andrews has created his installation, Oracle, in
a shop window. Members of the public are invited to
place their palms on the window pane. Their palms are
then scanned and via a computer their fortunes/fate
duly appear above! Palmistry, astrology and technology
combine to create a modern-day interpretation of an
age-old art!

See website and map for location of main installation venue
and opening times.
The film can also be seen at The Central Cafe Crossgate,
Cupar KY15 5AS.

See website and map for location.

www.cupararts.org.uk
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David Fyans
b. 1979, Perth
Lives and works in Dundee

Intrinsic Causality Field Generator
David Fyans has spent much time investigating the
recently discovered extensive research data and
diagrams for the Intrinsic Causality Field Generator.
What it was exactly and what its purpose was are still
unclear. David has rebuilt the generator and it will be
available for courageous guinea pigs to try out!
See website and map for location.
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Derek Robertson
Deirdre Robertson
Derek Robertson BA RSW SSA SAA
b. 1967, St Andrews
Lives and works in
Balmerino, Fife

Deirdre Robertson
b. Aberdeen 1968
Lives and works in
Balmerino, Fife

Lifelines
Derek and Deidre Robertson explore the theme of
‘Fate’ by examining the traditions and superstitions of
Scottish fishing communities in relation to a painting
Derek did of a drowned fisherman. The twists and
turns in the 25 year life of the painting will make your
hair stand on end!
Satellite installations on the footbridge at Waterend Road
(back of Fishers Laundry) and at Libo’s, 124 Bonnygate,
Cupar KY15 4LF.
See website and map for location of main installation space.
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Eilidh McKay

Emma Ainsley

b. 1989. Aberdeen
Lives and works nomadically

b. 1969. Exeter
Lives and works in Orkney

Fate Cafe
Eilidh McKay is a Serendiptologist, i.e. she allows her
life to be shaped by unexpected fortuitous events.
During the Festival she will be investigating all the
serendipities of working life and how they have
become part of her art. Look out for her in her pop-up
cafe to discover and discuss happy accidents and the
meaning of fate.

Emma Listens
Emma Ainsley is an artist whose work encompasses
video, performance, sound-work and installation.
Her work this year focuses on ageing – a fate none of
us can avoid, and looks particularly at the undervalued
role of the carer in society.
See website and map for location.

Cupar YMCA, 93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG.
Mon. – Sat. 10am – 5pm, Sun. 12 noon – 5pm.
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Gayle Nelson

Holly Keasey

b. 1970. St Andrews
Lives and works in Fife

b. 1987. Leamington Spa
Lives and works near the Tay

The Things We Used
Gayle Nelson is fascinated by the ebb and flow of
crockery through Cupar’s many charity shops.
The patterns on these decorated pieces were deeply
etched in the memories of the owners, but could they
also be familiar to possible purchasers? Do any of
these pieces in Gayle’s installation trigger memories of
your own?

Forecasting Station
Holly Keasey focuses on the local production of
oats in order to explore concerns surrounding water
consumption and its effects on our ecologies . Her
‘Forecasting Station’ invites you to consider why these
topics are relevant to Cupar and what actions can be
taken by the local authority and individuals when
faced with the risks of flooding.

Cupar County Buildings, St Catherine Street, Cupar KY15 4TA.
See website and map for opening times.

See website and map for location and opening times.

www.cupararts.org.uk
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Irene Blair

Jacqueline Bulnes & PierGiuseppe
DiTanno with Panini 2 Life

b.1952, Dundee
Lives and works in Fife

Shelter is a Necessity for Human Survival
Irene Blair asks us to consider the nature of shelter and
the traditional form of the bender (barrach in Scots).
She delights in weaving together hazel or willow
saplings to demonstrate that, in an increasingly
technological age, these simple materials can aspire to
be a functional and ecological art form.
See website and map for location.

Jacqueline Bulnes
(Ms. Panini)
b. 1983, Miami, Florida
Lives and works in Rome,
Italy

PierGiuseppe Di Tanno
(Mr.Panini)
b. 1983, Teramo, Italy
Works in Italy.
No house- gypsy style

Don’t walk WALK
Jacqueline Bulnes & PierGiuseppe DiTanno invite us
to consider the events of everyday life and ask ourselves
if they happened by Fate or by coincidence. What
might have happened had we missed our train or the
train been late? You’ll certainly think differently after
entering a train station designed to stir your thoughts!
Cupar Railway Station and beyond.
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Joanna Foster

Jonathan Baxter

Lives and works in Fife and Dundee

b. 1972. Bexhill-on-Sea
Lives in Newport-on-Tay and works throughout the UK

Trading Fortunes
Joanna Foster invites you to recount a story or experience
in exchange for a typewritten fortune based on the
story you give. Like many market towns, Cupar was
founded on trade, with fortunes made or lost in the
exchanges that took place, and the brokering of deals
influenced by local information and rumour. What
'fortune' will your story reveal?

Who Am I and What is Our Fate?
Jonathan Baxter examines the influence of a Christian
upbringing in determining, or freeing him from, his
fate. Through a series of related events he will also ask
what role Christianity plays, or fails to play, in contemporary art.
Cupar YMCA, 93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG. Mon. – Sat.
10am – 5pm, Sun. 12 noon – 5pm. See website for associated
events.

See website and map for location and dates.
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Jenny Smith

Karen Spy

b. Leicester 1965
Lives in Edinburgh and works nationally and internationally

b. 1963.
Lives in Fife, works throughout Scotland

“What is the most important decision you have made?”
Jenny Smith discussed this question with local schoolchildren in an interactive workshop and collected
their written replies which form the basis of this work.
Jenny Smith asks us to rethink our idea of drawing
and explores the relationship between traditional hand
rendered marks and new laser cutting technologies.
Can you decipher the children’s answers cut into the
grass at Haugh Park? What is your answer to the
question?

Theriaca : The body of the work
Curating from life
Karen Spy considers the important role that chance
plays in our everyday life. In the months running up
to the festival, she has tended her garden, recording
progress, gathering together the ingredients nature
presents, including contributions from visitors.
The culmination of this work will be offered as a
nurturing gift.

Haugh Park, Cupar.
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‘The Garden’, Gardeners Cottage, Kilmaron Stables,
Kilmaron Estate, By Cupar
11am – 5.30pm daily and 12pm – 5pm Sunday.
See website or visit the festival hub to pick up an accurate
location map for this venue.
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Kathy Watts

Katie Lowery

b. Edinburgh 1962
Lives and works in Fife

b.1978 Dundee
Lives and works in Edinburgh

Odds On
Kathy Watts asks us to consider the multitude of gambling opportunities that confront and tempt us every
day, offering an ‘easy get rich quick’ route with which
to change our fate. Her installations and sculptural
work, situated throughout Cupar, ask if these temptations and our responses are an integral part of our fate.

What Goes Up…
Katie Lowery’s intriguing construction of mirrors and
ladders creates an atmosphere which makes us concentrate on the real uncertainties of life. Like a mental
board game, her work is built around the notion of
‘realities and reflections’, echoing both the positive and
negative aspects as well as the ups and downs of life
itself.

See website and map for locations.
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See website and map for location.
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Kenny Bean

Kirsty Whiten

b.1964 Edinburgh.
Lives and works in Edinburgh

b. 1977. St Andrews
Lives and works in Fife and Edinburgh

Tempting Fate – The Fate of Water
Kenny Bean’s film about Fate will be projected on to
a building at night. Featuring the River Eden and a
number of townspeople being immersed symbolically
in its waters, Kenny believes that Fate herself will lead
him to meet those people invited to immerse themselves
in the river.

Fate
Kirsty Whiten’s distinctive drawings are often based on
‘the bloody realism in myth’. Updating the characters
from classical mythology, here she has concentrated
on The Three Fates, describing them as, ‘chopping
the lives of humans down to size!’ Explore the closes
around the Cross, discover her large drawings pasted
on the walls – – but beware!

See website for location and date.
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Outdoor locations throughout Cupar.
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Lesley Kamel & Tara Chaloner

Liz Murray

Tara Chaloner
b. 1987 Philadelphia, USA
Lives and works in Dundee

b. 1943, Aberdeen
Lives and works in N.E. Fife

Lesley Kamel
b. 1954, Glasgow
Lives and works in Dundee

We Defy Augury
Lesley Kamel & Tara Chaloner’s joint exhibition
refers to the ancient Roman custom of ‘augury’, which
involved predicting the future by observing the flight
patterns or behaviour of certain birds. Even today
people superstitiously count magpies, while scientists
research bird migration patterns as a modern way of
interpreting what the world’s Fate might be.
Cupar YMCA, 93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG and
Hill of Tarvit Mansionhouse Gardens, Cupar KY15 5PB.
See website and map for YMCA opening times.

Chance Encounter
Liz Murray explores the ‘what ifs’ and ‘if onlys’ of a
journey. Do we remain silent or strike up a conversation
with someone sitting next to us on a train, never to
discover possible connections or common bonds with
that person? Here she explores a relationship formed
on train journeys; of lives changed in the age of steam.
Cupar Railway Station, Station Road, Cupar, KY15 5HX.
See website and map for opening times.

See Workshops and Family Events for information on the
Falconry Event related to this project.
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Liz Skulina

Matthias Strahm

b. Surrey
Lives and works in Cupar

b. 1980. Zürich
Lives in Dundee and works internationally

Go With The Flow
Liz Skulina’s work can be seen at Hill of Tarvit
Mansionhouse, where she interprets, through sculpture
and photography, the theme of “Fate”, as a course of
events which can or cannot be altered by personal
choice.

Freedom of choice
Matthias Strahm, a former dancer turned theatre designer, has designed a ‘hide away get tied away’ jacket.
Starting from the normal standing position, ‘The
Jacket’ invites the wearer to remain free or have their
movements restricted by various degrees. Visitors will
be invited to interact with ‘The Jacket’ and reflect on
what the future holds!

Hill of Tarvit Mansionhouse and Gardens, Cupar KY15 5PB.

Cupar YMCA, 93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG.
Mon. – Sat. 10am – 5pm, Sun. 12 noon – 5pm.
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Morgan Cahn

Roseangle Studios

b. 1980, Seattle
Lives and works in Dundee, Huntly, & Leith

Roseangle Studios are Jonathan Baxter, Sarah Gittins,
Holly Keasey, Eilidh Mackay and Mattias Strahm a group of Dundee-based artists who will exhibit
upstairs at Cupar YMCA and other indoor and outdoor
locations around the town. The group share an
informal, collaborative ethos and their exhibitions and
events for the 2013 Cupar Arts Festival are curated by
Jonathan Baxter.

Me(a)nder
Morgan Cahn aka Me(a)nder will be offering her
mending services – clothing, furniture, books, broken
hearts and more. An expert mender of all things,
whether you need advice on a personal level or at
community level, a physical repair or just a discussion,
Me(a)nder will be on hand to involve creativity in the
situation.
See website and map for dates and locations.
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invited artist

Pernille Spence
b. 1970, Dunfermline
Lives in Northeast Fife and works
at Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design

Not My Tomorrow
Many of us, with the freedom to do so, can make decisions
that pave the way to our destiny or fate. For some, the
freedom to make those decisions has been taken away
and their fate is left in the hands of others.
For Cupar Arts Festival this year Pernille Spence has
developed a performance based on personal accounts,
texts and poetry from those who have experienced
the loss of freedom and influence over their own fate
through circumstances beyond their control.

Pernille Spence is an artist based in Scotland with a
background in dance, sculpture and media art. She has
been creating installations, performances and moving
image works since the mid 1990s, and has exhibited
her work internationally. Pernille’s work, as an artist,
often explores a visual dialogue between the human
body, movement and space. Pernille currently lectures
part-time in the Art & Media department at Duncan
of Jordanstone College of Art & Design.
See website and map for details.

The performance will be repeated continuously for up
to 14 hours each day over both weekends of the
festival. Physical restrictions will be placed on the
performer causing the pace of the performance to
change as exhaustion sets in.

40
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Rosie Lesso

Ruth Aitken

b. 1979. Edinburgh
Lives and works in Scotland

b. 1990. Wormit
Lives in Wormit and Dundee and works throughout Scotland.

Book of Fate
Rosie Lesso has created a large ‘Book of Fate’, which
will be placed in the library, containing thirteen prints
based on a range of locations in Cupar. Rosie’s interest
in tarot cards and abstract symbols carries over into
her prints. Visitors can have a private consultation to
find out what Fate has in store for them!

We Push Buttons and Lights Come On (No One’s In)
Ruth Aitken takes a close look at cause and effect in
our belief systems. Sometimes these are inherited and
sometimes they are but superstition. What store do
we put by horoscopes or the consequences of treading
upon a crack in the pavement? Are you curious about
shaping your future? Take part, join in and hope!

Cupar Library , 33 Crossgate, Cupar, KY15 5AS,
Monday – Saturday 9.30am – 5pm (except Tues. – Thurs. when
late opening until 7pm).

See website and map for more information.

www.cupararts.org.uk
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Sandra Collins &
Matthew Hawkins

Sarah Gittins

Sandra Collins
b. Scotland
Lives and works in Edinburgh

Matthew Hawkins
b. 1958, London
Lives and works in Edinburgh

The Unsung
Coincidences..... chance meetings.... dancer Matthew
Hawkins spots an embroidered suit by artist Sandra
Collins, spontaneously climbs into it.... camera in hand
they take performance to the streets. A garment wears
the wearer, embracing unexpected characteristics,
meanings and building momentum: passersby drawn
into the fabric of their filming. A strange magical
infusion of art installation and performance awaits....
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b. 1977. Macclesfield
Lives in Newport-on-Tay and works throughout the UK

Weather Station
In recent years Sarah Gittins has developed a series
of prints and drawings bringing environmental issues
into everyday awareness. Her Cupar prints will be
posted in the streets, closes, wynds and open spaces of
the town where the public can come face to face with
these thought-provoking images of what the future
might hold.
Locations throughout Cupar.
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Takaya Fujii

Tam Treanor

B. 1953. Kyoto
Lives and works in Kyoto, Japan

b 1973, Dumfries
Lives in Edinburgh, works internationally

Scattered Copies of Nature
Takaya Fujii brings to our attention the effects of
global warming in his own country, Japan. Great
forests of oak, carefully husbanded through the centuries
as a source of fuel, are in terminal decline. Takaya
creates a multimedia presentation to help you quietly
reflect on what is at risk and the enormity of the loss.

The Sonic Forecaster
Tam Treanor is a sound designer and software developer who describes himself as a maker of new technologies. He is particularly interested in developing
technologies which mimic patterns and systems found
in nature. With electric circuits and sensors, interactive surfaces and games, this really is where Art meets
Science! Be prepared to ask questions.

The Silo, Cupar Trading Estate, Cupar KY15 4SX.
See website and map for opening times.
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Cupar YMCA, 93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG.
Mon. – Sat. 10am – 5pm, Sun. 12 noon – 5pm.
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Tracy Mackenna & Edwin Janssen

Trevor Gordon

b. Scotland and The Netherlands.
Live in Dundee and have worked collaboratively since 1997

b.1975, Keith
Lives and works in Dundee

The Story of the Girl and the Apple Tree
Collaborative artists Tracy Mackenna and Edwin
Janssen continue their exploration of the cycle of life
under the heading of the “The Museum of Loss and
Renewal” by presenting ‘The Story of the Girl and the
Apple Tree’ in the house of artist Liz Skulina, always a
venue for mind stretching presentations.

The Doors of His Face, The Lamps of His Mouth
Trevor Gordon feels he has to remind us that we are
not alone. “No one would have believed in the early
years of the 21st century that Cupar was being watched
by intelligences greater than our own....... that regarded
our town with envious eyes and slowly, surely, drew
their plans against us.” Just what is going on?

“Kirkmore”, North Union Street, Cupar KY15 4DU.
See website and map for opening times.

Bonnygate gap site, see map for location.
Visit the Workshops and Family Events section for information
on the trail of alien artefacts!

See Talks and Events for information on a related Artists’ Talk
at Hill of Tarvit Mansionhouse.
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Wen Li Chen

Wounded Knee

b. 1981 Hualien,Taiwan
Lives and works in Taiwan and USA

b. 1975, Southsea
Lives and works in Edinburgh

The Distance Between
Wen-Li Chen gives us a glimpse in her two-book
and installation “The Distance Between”, of her very
intimate interviews with her mother and grandmother.
Three Taiwanese women from different periods and
three very different social landscapes. This gentle
and subtle piece takes us through many moods from
reservation, repression and sentimentality to love and
sacrifice.

Pop Up Song Shop
Wounded Knee (aka Drew Wright) presents his Pop-Up
Song Shop: a wandering portable, bazaar stocked with
songs old, new, borrowed and blue. Roll up and donate
something for a song! Special Offers: sing a song
of your own and receive a song for FREE in return!
“Name That Tune” and get an extra song FREE!
Various locations throughout Cupar. See website for updates.

Cupar YMCA, 93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG.
Mon. – Sat. 10am – 5pm, Sun. 12 noon – 5pm.
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artist talks & events
Tracy Mackenna & Edwin Janssen
Tracy Mackenna and Edwin Janssen will talk about
projects in their 16 year long collaborative art practice.
Focusing on loss, renewal, death and history, they will
highlight issues of the private and the public.
Saturday 5th October, 2pm. Hill of Tarvit Mansionhouse, Cupar
KY15 5PB. FREE

Angus Farquhar, NVA
Cupar Arts Festival welcomes Creative Director of
NVA, Angus Farqhar. Based in Glasgow, NVA is one
of the UK’s most successful independent arts charities.
NVA specialises in creating complex permanent and
temporary artworks and initiatives often in unusual
settings. For three weeks of the Edinburgh International Festival in August 2012, NVA’s “Speed of Light”
transformed Arthur’s Seat through an innovative
combination of sporting endeavour and performative
visual art, where specially designed energy harvesting
technologies were activated by walkers and runners,
animating the hillside with trails of patterned light.
Saturday 12th October, 2pm. Cupar Old Parish Centre, Short
Lane, Cupar KY15 5EQ

Life is Short, Art Long (detail). The Museum of Loss and Renewal, Tracy Mackenna
and Edwin Janssen, 2011 and ongoing. Cardboard display case, charity shop
objects, flowers, wool blanket. Highland Institute for Contemporary Art,
Dalcrombie, Loch Ruthven and Centrespace, Visual Research Centre, Duncan of
Jordanstone College of Art and Design, University of Dundee, 2011.
The Museum of Loss and Renewal is a mobile, durational project investigating
relationships between death, memory and material culture. A partnership with
The Highland Hospice.
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Both talks are free to attend but places should be booked in
advance through the Cupar Arts website.
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The Bonnygate Bakery
An intimate and informal pop-up café can be
discovered on the two festival weekends, tucked away
between Bonnygate and the carpark. The Bonnygate
Bakery serves pastries, cakes, bread and soups and a
carefully selected range of coffees and teas. The food
is home-made and locally-sourced. The café will
also host live music, poetry readings and storytelling
(please check website for details of these events).
Saturday 5th & Sunday 6th and Saturday 12th & Sunday 13th
October. 10am - 6.00pm. Enter via close at 70 Bonnygate or
from Bonnygate carpark.

'platform' poetry and music event
Sunday 13th October 2.00-4.00 pm
Platform is a regular event on the Fife poetry and music calendar,
showcasing the best of established and up-and-coming talent from
near and far- from Fife and Tayside, from Italy, Ireland and India.
To celebrate their first birthday during Cupar Arts Festival 2013,
some of their poets and musicians from the past year will be
performing at The Bonnygate Bakery.
Please see website for further details and more events happening at
The Bonnygate Bakery.
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music
Festival Launch Night
The Festival Launch takes place on Friday 4th October.
Following the official launch party, two very different
performances take place in Cupar and mark the start of
the festival:

william watts

cupar blues and beyond
Funky soul infused blues from world class
harmonica player Lyndon Anderson who leads his
powerhouse band on a journey through a set of
originals and off the wall covers that wouldn’t
sound out of place on the soundtrack of a Tarrantino
film. From China to the U.S.A and Europe he has
been blowing up a storm with his unique, inventive
and soulful performances.

Performing in Cupar’s historic St James the Great
Church on St Catherine Street, William Watts is a
noise artist/musician from Leeds and Fife
respectively. Dealing with themes of religion and
spirituality in a modernist technological context
as well as the bondage of existence and the raw
power of physical response to sound. Watts has
upcoming underground releases under the moniker
of Rotten. Unreleased demos can be listened to at
soundcloud.com/rottenalways
Friday 4th October, 9pm.
St James the Great Scottish Episcopal Church,
St Catherine Street,
Cupar KY15 4BP.
FREE
No advance booking.
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Watts of Cupar,
Station Road Cupar, Fife KY15 5HX.
Doors open 8.30pm.
£9 / £7 (Student Discount).
Tickets available locally or on the night, see website for
details.
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found / kid canaveral
The first of the Cupar Arts Festival music events kicks off on
Saturday 5th October at Elmwood College with headliners
FOUND, and support from KID CANAVERAL.

FOUND are Ziggy Campbell, Tommy Perman and
Kev Sim. In their continued exploration of
experimental pop music they have landed somewhere in between the wiry, electronic strains of
Kraftwerk, the strident pop songs of Nirvana and the
glitchy, schizoid sounds of Warp Records.

Karlheinz Stockhausen

KID CANAVERAL are
David MacGregor, Kate
Lazda, Scott McMaster
Rose McConnachie.
Firmly wedded to the
DIY, vinyl-centric ethos
of indie, yet staunch
believers in accessible,
shiny, definitively hi-fi
music with chorus
melodies that go off like
fireworks, theirs is music
to at once covet and share.

A unique piano recital
by MARK SPALDING
will also be featured at
the beginning of the
evening, which will
focus on the Arbroath
born composer Morris
Pert, and movements
from the “Tierkreis”
(signs of the Zodiac) by
Karlheinz Stockhausen.

www.foundtheband.com
www.myspace.com/foundtheband
Saturday 5th October, doors open 7pm, £10
(Children under 16 are welcome but must be accompanied
by an adult).
Fife College (Elmwood Campus),
Carslogie Road, Cupar KY15 4JB
Tickets available from the website.
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withered hand / jo foster
Cupar Arts are delighted to welcome WITHERED HAND
and JO FOSTER to the 2013 Cupar Arts Festival.

Over the past few years
WITHERED HAND
– aka Edinburgh DIY
folk-rock troubadour
Dan Willson – has
released an outstanding
debut album, “Good
News”, become a
much-loved member of
King Creosote’s Fence
Collective, and won
fans including Jarvis
Cocker and Rolling
Stone Magazine (who
decreed him “One to
Watch”). A long-awaited
new album was recorded
in Summer 2013,
scheduled for release
in early 2014. Dan will
be bringing a new look
WH band to Cupar for
a rare romp through
his back catalogue and
beyond.
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Singer songwriter and
musician hailing from
Fife, JO FOSTER plays
piano and guitar and is
known for her melody
rich songwriting.
Jo sang vocals on
Withered Hand’s debut
album “Good News”,
and has been support
act to among others
The Aliens, Viking
Moses and the late
Michael Marra. Her
songs take inspiration from classic song
writing of the early 70’s,
as well as psychedelic
folk, rock and roll and
Ivor Cutler. At this
event, Jo will play a set
of songs on piano and
guitar.

www.witheredhand.com
www.myspace.com/jofostersongs
Friday 11th October, doors open 7pm, £10
(children under 16 are welcome but must be accompanied by
an adult)
Fife College (Elmwood Campus),
Carslogie Road, Cupar KY15 4JB
Tickets available from the website
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an evening of performance
poetry with music from
wounded knee
Join us at Gino’s for a rare night on the town with musician
and singer, Wounded Knee, along with a number of
Scotland’s finest performance poets brought together by
Cupar’s own Pete Cura.

WOUNDED KNEE is Drew Wright, a singer,
experimental vocalist and occasional children’s
entertainer based in Leith, Edinburgh. Drawing from
a variety of influences he plays a sort of punk-primitive
acoustic folk, and is an experienced performer on
the Edinburgh and Glasgow live scene.
Former Scottish Poetry Slam Champion poet PETE
CURA returns to the festival this year, bringing with
him some of the best spoken word artists currently
performing around Scotland and beyond. A great
night in one of Cupar’s nicest bars.
Thursday 10th October,
7pm, FREE.
No advance booking
required.
Gino’s, Sun Close,
The Cross,
Cupar KY15 5PB
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rejections
Michael Hann (aka Rejections) is a Teesside based
producer, writer, artist and film-maker who has
put out several releases on his own Reject and
Fade label and others (e.g. Alt Vinyl, Opal Tapes),
and which have received acclaim from The Wire,
Resident Advisor and The Quietus.
His performance at Cupar Arts Festival is part
of a work in progress and a forthcoming release,
which examines the transcendental theories and
philosophy inherent in the ancient art of alchemy.
The blurred soundscapes, discordant drones and
haunted beats which will form the music at the silo
on Cupar’s Trading Estate will be a meditation on
the symbolism, ideas and iconography associated
with alchemy and will be accompanied by associated
visuals.
https://soundcloud.com/rejectionsfade
http://www.facebook.com/RejectAndFade
Sunday 13th October,
The Silo,
Cupar Trading Estate,
Cupar KY15. FREE.
No advance booking
required.
See website for
perfomance time.
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family workshops
& events
wind drawings
Make your own unique
drawings using the power of
the wind with Katie Fowlie.
Participants will be encouraged
to create objects or sculptures
to ‘catch’ the wind, then attach
drawing implements and
suspend over paper. Such wind
‘mapping’ converts wind into
visual images, revealing the
ever-changing movement of
the wind.

the lost seasons
a performance
event and taster
workshop
A unique performance
blending the traditional arts of
storytelling, Scottish step dance
and music with Lea Taylor,
Lindsey Gibb, Mairi Britton and
Eilidh Steel. A performance will
be followed by two taster workshops of Scottish step dance
and music with improvisational
and general storytelling.
Find out more at
www.thelostseasons.com.
Sunday 6th October,
The Festival Hub at Castlehill,
Cupar KY15 4HA.

Saturday 5th October,
afternoon.
Family Event (Children of all
ages welcome, those under 8
yrs must be accompanied by an
adult) £3.
See website for start time and
venue location.
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Family Event (Children of all
ages welcome, those under 8
yrs must be accompanied by an
adult). £3

let’s start at the
beginning
an animation
workshop

a brush with
destiny an
animation
workshop

This animation workshop, with
photographer Claudine Quinn,
will introduce Claymation/stop
motion techniques. Working
with plasticine, participants
will discover how clay can
mutate and evolve in front of
the camera to create abstract
film shorts in an intuitive and
immediate way.

These animation workshops,
with Henry Cruikshank, for
older children and adults will
introduce stop-frame and
traditional animation techniques,
such as flipbooks, zoetrope
strips and drawn animation.
Participants will be given a
URL to view their finished films
online afterwards.
Monday 7th October,
10am – 12pm. Age 10 – 18. £3
Monday 7th October,
2pm – 5pm. Adults. £3

Monday 7th October,
10am – 12pm,
Cupar YMCA,
93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG
Age 5 – 10. £3

Both workshops take place at
Cupar YMCA,
93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG
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paper bouquets
Create your own decorative,
paper flowers using origami and
other traditional paper crafts.
Full instructions and guidance
will be given from Charlotte
Hastings. This workshop will
suit those who love flowers, and
wish to accurately recreate their
favourite blooms.

Friday 11th October,
10am – 11am. Ages 3-6 (Must
be accompanied by an adult). £3
Friday 11th October,
2pm – 4pm. Ages 7+. £3
Both workshops take place at
Cupar YMCA,
93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG

Wednesday 9th October,
10am - 12pm,
Cupar Old Parish Centre,
Short Lane, Cupar KY15 5EG.
Adults. £3

giants, goblins
and fairies
story-telling and
puppet making
An absorbing and fun-filled
workshop of stories and puppet
making for 7+ years, with
Sheila Kinninmonth, Sylvia
Troon and Robbie Fotheringham. This talented group will
also present an interactive
storytelling workshop for
younger children, using songs,
rhymes, musical instruments,
puppets, props and movement.
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process art for
children: chance
and abstraction
These workshops with Abigail
Kilbride involve free-form
painting to create abstract
images. Children will create
a unique design on paper or
ceramics while exploring the
ideas and processes of artists
such as Jackson Pollock.
Monday 14th October 2013,
10am - 12pm,
Cupar YMCA. Age 4 – 8. £3
Monday 14th October 2013,
2pm - 4pm,
Cupar YMCA. Age 9 – 13. £3

wyrd words
creative writing
In this Creative Writing
Workshop with Sandra Ireland,
participants will explore
the Runes, astrology and
superstition through a series of
light-hearted exercises aimed
at kick-starting the creative
process and firing up the
imagination!
Saturday 12th October,
10am – 12pm,
Cupar YMCA,
93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG.
Adults and 12+ years. £3

All workshops carry the
same nominal fee of £3 only,
and places should be booked
in advance via the website to
avoid disappointment.
See also our Partnership
Events section for two
exciting free workshops
offered by Sustainable Cupar.

our life priorities
art as therapy
Focussing on the therapeutic
aspects of making art, these
workshops, facilitated by Art
Therapist Moira Phillips, will
provide a calm, safe environment in which to explore your
self-perceptions, set goals and
resolve conflicts using drawing,
painting and collage. This workshop is all about expressing
yourself, it’s fun, motivational
and empowering! No skills are
required.
Tuesday 15th October,
2pm - 5pm,
Cupar YMCA,
93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG.
Adults (18+ years). £3
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falconry display

indenture
A thought-provoking and
creative workshop developed
and facilitated by Dundeebased artist Volker Rosenberg
in association with local mental
health groups. The sessions will
explore the medieval method
of validating a written contract
by ‘indenture’ (a tooth-like
zig-zagged cut halving the
document into the two parts
kept by each signing party).
Participants will be encouraged to create their two-part
contract, focusing on their own
desires and ideas, using words
and imagery on their unique,
handmade parchment.
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Lesley Kamel and Tara Chaloner
will present a display of
professional falconry to
complement their exhibition.
The ancient practice of falconry
is a powerful reminder of man’s
connection to birds, and birds
of prey were often used when
augury was practised.
Saturday 5th October. Falconry
Displays at 12.30pm and 3pm.
Hill of Tarvit Mansionhouse
Gardens, FREE.
No advance booking necessary.
Families (children under 8yrs
must be accompanied by an
adult).
Check Daily Planner and website
for other events taking place at
Hillof Tarvit that afternoon.

the doors of his
face, the lamps of
his mouth
Attention! Attention!
Alien Artefacts have been
scattered throughout Cupar.
There are known to be five of
them in various windows in the
town. The first person to locate
the artefacts and send the
correct locations to the following
email address will win a unique
alien sculpture:
goronvorindustries@yahoo.co.uk

In addition to the above
events, please check our
website for more family
events related to artists’
projects, or visit the
festival hub.

Various Locations Around Cupar
To read more about Trevor
Gordon’s project, The Doors
of His Face, The Lamps of His
Mouth, see the Artists section

Visit the Artists section to read
more about “We Defy Augury”
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partnership events &
features
free craft & visual
artist surgery
The second surgery for artists in
Fife, run by FCA&C and FCT,
will take place at the festival’s
hub, Castlehill Hall. Artists can
book a 15 minute appointment
to seek advice on a range of
issues, such as funding,
professional development
opportunities, how to approach
galleries etc.
To book an appointment,
please email
louise.trow@fife.gov.uk
Deadline is 27 September.

cupar after
school club art
exhibition
An exhibition of drawings
and paintings by children who
attend the Cupar After School
Club. The exhibition shows
work on a range of subject
matter as each child has
produced a piece of artwork
which they want their parents
to purchase in order to raise
funds for the club!

fife college think
innovation!
Fife College will be showcasing
creative course opportunities
as part of ‘Think Innovation’,
which aims to nurture creative
talent in the Kingdom. A range
of craft demonstrations and a
chance to see garments by
fashion students will be
available. There will also be two
cookery demonstrations
promoting Fife grown and
sourced produce!

fife’s
knitted nature
To mark the Year of Natural
Scotland, Fife’s Knitted Nature
is celebrating this rich diversity
of life through an ambitious
knitting project which will
tour the kingdom. Knitters
across Fife have produced some
wonderful plants and creatures,
everything from earthworms to
dolphins, toadstools to seaweed.

Wednesday 9 October, 2-4pm
Festival Hub, Castlehill Hall,
Castlehill, Cupar KY15 4HA

Cupar After School Club offers
places for up to 50 children in a
supervised setting at the YMCA
during term- time and offers
a programme of indoor and
outdoor activities.
Cupar YMCA,
93 Bonnygate, Cupar KY15 4LG.
Open throughout the festival.
Check website for opening times.
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Old Parish Centre, Short Lane,
Cupar KY15 5EQ, FREE
Tuesday 8th October,
10am - 3pm

PLM Optometrists,
40 Crossgate,Cupar,
Fife, KY15 5HS
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crafty neeborz
Come over to Preston Lodge,
Bonnygate to see this selection
of up-cycled decoupaged
furniture and hand made home
accessories such as cushions,
tea cosies, Christmas
decorations and many more
lovely things! Creations
include a variety of styles from
retro to vintage.
Preston Lodge, 95 Bonnygate,
Cupar KY15 4LG. See website
for opening times.

cupar blethers
Join the Blether Tay-gither
Storytelling Group for an
evening of stories told in
the oral tradition on the theme
of FATE. This is an Open Mic
session facilitated by the group
members, where audience
members can contribute a
story, either original or a
retelling of a traditional tale,
in a supportive and informal
setting.
Wednesday 16th October, 7pm,
FREE (voluntary donations on
the night)
The Boudingait, 43 Bonnygate,
Cupar KY15 4BU.
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cupar heritage
centre
This valuable resource of
displays and artefacts reflecting
the town’s past and the way
that people lived is housed in a
renovated former staff house at
Cupar Railway Station.
Cupar Railway Station, Station
Road, Cupar, KY15 5HX.
Saturdays 10 am - 1 pm,
Sundays & Wednesdays 2 pm –
4.30 pm. FREE

Cupar Arts have been working
this year with Sustainable
Cupar to promote walking
routes around the town and
sustainable ways to travel to
and from the festival. During
the festival, Sustainable Cupar
will offer two workshops and an
event which highlight aspects of
sustainability and draw attention
to local produce.

how sustainable
are we?
This is a fun, reflective and
active workshop with Alison
Milne and Tom McMillan from
Sustainable Cupar that helps us
look at aspects of our own lives
and daily living - just how
sustainable are we?
Participants will be measuring
their carbon footprints and
discussing sustainability.

free
fruit and blossom
group (fab)
apple pressing
Sustainable Cupar’s Fruit and
Blossom Group (FAB) will be
pressing local apples and pears
at the Hill of Tarvit Plant Sale
and Autumn Fair. Make a day
of it by walking from Cupar
over the Moor road from
Cupar to Ceres then on to Hill
of Tarvit, as highlighted on the
Sustainable Cupar walking
map which can be found on
the Cupar Arts website.
On the day the fruit group
will be celebrating the apple
and pear harvest with a tasting
session of freshly pressed
apple juice.
Sunday 6th October,
from 10:30am.
Hill of Tarvit Mansionhouse
Gardens, Cupar KY15 5PB

Cupar YMCA, 93 Bonnygate,
Cupar, KY15 4LG (First floor
studio)
Sunday 6th October, 2 - 3.30pm
or Wednesday 16th October,
10am - 11.30pm
Families. Children under 12
must be accompanied by an adult
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eat & shop
in cupar
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The Central Café
Tea, coffee, delicious fish and
chips and oven-baked pizza.
Sit in or take-away. Catch the
filmed interviews made for
Carolyn Scott’s project, ‘Inside’,
which will be on show here
throughout the festival.
The Central Café ,
37 Crossgate, Cupar KY15 5AS

Cupar has a number of family
-run businesses including
speciality shops, restaurants
and tearooms. A few of those
are highlighted here with more
to be found on the Cupar Arts
website.

Cupar Tearoom
A great choice of home-baking,
soup, sandwiches and toasties
and a warm friendly atmosphere.
Visit Alan Bond’s Planetarium in
Ferguson Square then pop in for
a cuppa or a spot of lunch.
4 Ferguson Square,
Cupar KY15 5JU

Armaan of Cupar
Superb Indian Cuisine using
only the freshest, finest
ingredients. Armaan
make every dish to order and
use Organic ingredients
wherever possible.
102-104 Bonnygate,
Cupar, Fife KY15 4LF

Pete Cura Picture Framing
For all your framing needs,
along with prints and drawings
for sale, see Pete at The Gallery
or catch him performing during
the festival on Thursday 10th
October!
The Gallery, Burnside,
Cupar, KY15 4BH

The Boudingait
Pub lunches, real ales, malt
whiskies, world wine, live
music, tea & coffee and
evening meals. The Boudingait
will also host storytelling event
“Cupar Blethers” during the
festival, on Wednesday 16th
October at 7pm.
43 Bonnygate,
Cupar KY15 4BU

Gino’s
Excellent Italian food and
some of the best bruschetta in
Scotland. Visit Gino’s for lunch,
dinner or drinks and don’t miss
a fantastic night of performance
poetry and music on Thursday
10th October. Check the Cupar
Arts website for some special preevent deals closer to the time.
Sun Close, Cupar KY15 4BP
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Fisher & Donaldson
This fifth generation family
bakery produces a broad range
of traditional
Scottish and Continental
products in a state of the art
bakery each morning,
from delicious croissants to the
best fudge doughnuts in Fife.
21 Crossgate, Cupar
KY15 5HA and Ceres Road,
Cupar KY15 5JT
Funky Rascal
This family-owned, fully
independent childrens clothing
store stocks the funkiest brands
in the coolest colours and
designs from around the world
including Lilly + Sid, Kite Kids
and Maxomorra. Clothes and
accessories from 0 – 12 + years
as well as a range of ladies
outerwear.
59 Crossgate
Cupar, Fife KY15 5AS
The Lighthouse
No ordinary coffee shop,
The Lighthouse is run by many
volunteers along with
a small team of paid staff.
Serving coffee, tea and soft
drinks, home baking,
meals, and snacks, they aim to
create a happy and caring
atmosphere so that every
customer will feel welcome
and at ease.
63 Bonnygate,
Cupar, Fife, KY15 5YH

Luvians
This specialist, independent
drinks retailer offers an
unparalleled range of the
best wines and spirits including
over 800 single malt whiskies
some of which are very rare.
The shop also has a deli and
shop selling delicious produce
and Italian treats and a
wonderful ice cream counter.
93 Bonnygate, Cupar
KY15 4LG
Maisie & Mac
A fabulous range of paintings,
prints, sculpture, jewellery,
ceramics and textiles, and work
in wood, metal, slate and glass,
right in the centre of Cupar.
1-3 St Catherine St,
Cupar, Fife, KY15 4LS
Watts of Cupar
A family friendly bar and
restaurant that believes in
offering the finest freshly
produced dishes with locally
sourced ingredients. If you are
looking for a great value quick
bite for breakfast and lunch, an
elegant evening meal or just a
relaxing drink with friends then
Watts is the place to go.
Station Road,
Cupar, KY15 5HX
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daily planner
Saturday
5th October
Additional events will be added to the festival’s twelve day

calendar including live music at the hub and performative art
events by festival artists, therefore please check the website or
visit the festival hub for the most up to date details for each day.
www.cupararts.org.uk/events

Saturday 5th October
• Public Service Robots. Cupar Town Centre. 11am – 12noon.
• Cupar Heritage Centre open 10am – 1 pm
• Afternoon Events at Hill of Tarvit Mansionhouse and Gardens
including: Wind Drawings Workshop, Ailie Rutherford’s The Psychic
Power of Plants, Artists’ Talk by Tracy Mackenna & Edwin Janssen,
Falconry Display and more.
• Found / Kid Canaveral. Elmwood College. 7pm.

Sunday 6th October
• The Lost Seasons, Performance Event and Taster Workshop
The Festival Hub. Family.
• How Sustainable Are We? Workshop. Cupar YMCA. 2 - 3.30pm
• Sustainable Cupar Fruit and Blossom Group (FAB) Apple Pressing
(parnership event as part of Autumn Fair at Hill of Tarvit),
from 10.30am. Hill of Tarvit Mansionhouse and Gardens.
• Cupar Heritage Centre open 2 – 4.30pm

Monday 7th October
• Let’s Start at the Beginning
An Animation Workshop
10am – 12pm, Cupar YMCA.
Age 5 – 10.
• A Brush with Destiny
An Animation Workshop
10am – 12pm. Age 10 – 18
and 2pm – 5pm. Adults.
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daily planner
Tuesday 8th October
• Fife College Think Innovation!
(Partnership Event).
Cupar Old Parish Centre,
10am – 3pm.

Wednesday 9th October
• Paper Bouquets Workshop,
10am - 12pm, Cupar YMCA.
Adults.
• FCA&C Craft & Visual Artist
Surgery. (Partnership Event).
Festival Hub. 2-4pm.
• Cupar Heritage Centre
open 2 – 4.30pm.

Thursday 10th October

Friday 11th October

• An Evening of Performance
Poetry With Music from
Wounded Knee, Gino’s, 7pm.

• An Evening of Performance
Poetry With Music from
Wounded Knee, Gino’s, 7pm.

Saturday 12th October
• Wyrd Words Creative Writing Workshop, 10am – 12pm, Cupar YMCA
• Cupar Heritage Centre open 10am – 1 pm
• Talk by Angus Farquhar, NVA. 2pm. Cupar Old Parish Centre
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daily planner
Sunday 13th October
• Anthony Schrag Pig-Headed
Cupar Justice event. 2pm.
• Silo on Sunday featuring
Rejections and more.
From 3.30pm.

Monday 14th October
• Process Art For Children:
Chance and Abstraction.
Workshop. 10am - 12pm and
2pm - 4pm. Cupar YMCA.

Tuesday 15th October
Our Life Priorities.
Art as Therapy Workshop. 2pm 5pm, Adults. Cupar YMCA.

Wednesday 16th October
• How sustainable are we?
Workshop. 10am - 11.30pm.
Families. Cupar YMCA.
• Cupar Heritage Centre
open 2 – 4.30pm
• Cupar Blethers.
(Partnership Event). 7pm.
The Boudingait.
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